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With the deepening of the tax practice of information technology, information 
technology security requirements are increasing. In order to build a reliable and secure 
information network, the information network construction of local taxation should 
conform to security requirements of the national information systems security 
standards. This article is focusing on the continuous in accordance with the relevant 
requirements of the tax system, the level of security protection from the point of view 
of the application of municipal tax of continuous improvement and optimization of 
the network security analysis. 
Considering the facts that the municipal tax network structure is simple, not 
articulate enough internal business flow, safety equipment is less secure, access client 
security situation is not controllable, the business branch expansion and network 
quality contradictions and other issues, this dissertation starts the analysis with the 
municipal tax network security risk and safety needs. Sub-regional protection is based 
on the Nanchang tax network business belonging to the same level of security area. 
Security regional areas and policy is divided based on the needs of the business and 
management of data flows.Secondly, the dissertation describes the system protection 
goals, strategies, requirements, performance indicators in system firewall, intrusion 
detection systems, vulnerability scanning systems, virus protection system from 
aspects of network security, border protection, inter-regional security and regional 
security.Finally, a topology map of the network protection was drawn according to the 
analysis. The map consists of the integration of regional boundaries, simplifying the 
strategy, and it makes the management of the implementation is easy and convenient. 
The boundary of the tax network management, data flows, monitoring, audit, grade 
protection requirements get a further clear-cut standard and upgrade.    
The significance of this paper is to provide a feasible plan of the tax network 
construction conforming to the government protection requirements. Trying to start 
from the actual needs of the implementation of the level of protection requirements, 















avoids the possibility of becoming a strict control provisions checklist  which will 
surely lead to an uncontrollable project. 
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